INSECTs DON’T

MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
NATURE & BIODIVERSITY

Nature is all around us and plays a vital role
in our day to day lives. Our forests, soils,
rivers and oceans, and the species that live
within them, are essential to life – from the
air we breathe to the food we eat. Urgent
action is needed to help protect our natural
world against the irreversible effects of
climate change. The biggest cause of
climate change is greenhouse gas
emissions (GHGs) from human activity.

Our natural environment is made up of
many different parts, including flora (plants)
and fauna (animals), that interact with each
other and the physical environment they live
within. Their relationship is known as an
ecosystem – and changing one part of it
will lead to a change in another. We depend
on natural ecosystems for a variety of
reasons; they provide humans with
resources to build prosperous economies
and societies, and are vital for our
happiness, health, and wellbeing.
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Sadly, climate change together with other human
activities, is resulting in the loss or migration of
species, the loss of habitats, and IRREVERSIBLE
CHANGES to our ecosystems, which will
inevitably have impacts on human well-being too.

Between 1970 and 2016, the
population of mammals, birds,
reptiles, amphibians and fish
declined by an average of 68%.
That’s over two thirds in less
than 50 years.
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• What does their natural habitat look like?
What does this species need to thrive?
Is there anything you could do to help
ensure it thrives?

We must also remember that to fight climate •
change, we need nature's help! As many of us •
know, our forests and oceans produce the
oxygen we breathe, but if that weren’t amazing
enough, these natural assets can actually
absorb some of the harmful carbon dioxide we
produce, by capturing and storing it. These are
known as ‘carbon sinks’. Let’s give a round of
applause for these natural climate champions!
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Fun facts!

At least half of Earth's
oxyg
from the ocean, from pla en comes
nts and algae
that can photosynthes
ize. One of them is
the smallest photosynth
etic organism on
Earth but produces up
to a fifth of all the
oxygen in our entire bio
sphere!
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Peatlands are a
natural ‘carbon sink’
absorbing CO2 from
the atmosphere and
burying it in the soil. In
Europe they lock up
five times more
carbon than forests.
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Become a citizen scient

ist:

Many conservation organisations rely on data
collected by
members of the public to help them monitor
and protect
wildlife. The good thing is you don’t need any
specialist skills
to get involved. Not only will you be contribut
ing to the
protection of nature, but you’ll be learning abou
t it too!

PLANT A TREE:

Organisations
such as the Woo
dland
Trust offer free
trees for plantin
g in
your school, lo
cal community
ga
rden
or land where yo
u have permissi
on.
Not only is this
good for nature
, but
it’s good for yo
ur wellbeing to
o!

Useful Information

